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Driscoll refers to the map as he explains the problems in Central America
Driscoll Speaks on Foreign 
Policy in Central America
Molander addresses Daemen community.
Ground Zero Founder 
Speaks at Daemen
By Robert Macre
People jammed the room to 
listen to him, and as he walked in, 
with television cameras following 
him, everyone turned and watch­
ed. Behind him were Dr. Fred 
Snell, a University of Buffalo 
Physicist and leader of the anti­
nuclear movement in the Buffalo 
area, and Dean of Academic Af­
fairs, Patrica Curtis, who chaired 
the event. After being introduced 
by Dr. Snell, Dr. Roger Molander 
began his speech on nuclear disar­
mament.
The speech, held on November 11, 
1982 at 1 :00  p.m. in Schenck Lounge, 
was entitled “The War To End All Wars.” 
Prior to becoming the current Executive 
Director of “Ground Zero,” a non­
partisan nuclear war education project 
which produces materials and sponsors 
activities designed to educate and involve 
the American people on the issues of 
nuclear war, Molander was a member of 
the National Security Council Staff at the 
White House, a position he held from 
1974 to 1981, working mainly with the 
strategic nuclear policy issues.
“The realities of Hiroshima were 
harsh.” said Molander. “It was a war with
new groups of veterans: 20  million Rus­
sians, 6  million Jews; 50  million human 
beings in all. We thought that would be 
the war to end all wars, but it wasn’t. 
There were more ‘little’ wars.”
Molander believes that there are two 
wars to end all wars: the war without win­
ners, and the war in which people 
celebrate the victory over war itself. In the 
case of the first war, the nuclear war, he 
feels it would probably result in 500 
million dead and refugees without 
number. “It is beyond our ability to im­
agine,” he commented. “Which one of 
these wars will we look back upon?”
He explained that when we couldn’t 
resolve our differences, we went to war. 
“Now we’ll have to learn to stop.” He 
made reference to Einstein’s once saying 




Lately, we have been hearing a 
lot about Central America. With 
conflict in this area, especially El 
S a lv a d o r and N icarag u a , 
escalating, these countries have 
received international attention. 
And, of course there has been 
much debate over foreign, par­
ticularly U.S. involvement in these 
conflicts. News of Central America 
comes to us through our govern­
ment, journalists, and news 
reporters, among other sources. 
On November 17, some students, 
and faculty heard about “U.S. 
Foreign  Policy in C entral 
America” from a different source, 
from Reverend Daniel Driscoll, a 
former Regional Superior of 
Maryknoll in Central America.
Maryknoll is a Catholic Foreign 
Missionary Society. Since the 
Church has become more and 
more involved in the plight of the 
poor, especially in Central 
America, Father Driscoll’s views 
are unique and important.
Father Driscoll began his speech by 
relating some historical background. 
Through colonization, Latin America 
developed into an area of great inequality 
of wealth and tremendous poverty. In the 
1890s, “the U.S. opted for an im­
perialistic policy,” beginning with the 
Spanish American War. Since this time 
there have been at least 34 interventions 
into Latin America by the U.S.
One of the problems which has 
developed from this and that has had a 
lasting effect on the development of these 
countries is that, as Father Driscoll put it, 
“When the U .S . government and
disagreement in some far-off place. “The 
U .S. and Soviets will resupply to that 
place, causing the conflict to grow,” 
predicted Molander. “They’ll stay face-to- 
face until they meet that step they fear — 
extinction because of nuclear destruction. 
We’re scared and frightened of extinc­
tion.” j j
He said scientists believe that if the war 5 
to end all wars were to happen, it would g> 
affect the ozone layer and block out the 
sun, causing the extinction of hurtian be- 
con’t. on page 4
business started to move into Latin 
America, they started to relate to the rul­
ing and economic elites...U.S. presence 
exacerbated an already devastating situa­
tion.” In El Salvador, for instance, 2%  of 
the country owns 80%  of the land.
Father Driscoll pointed to the mid 
1960’s as a time during which the Church 
in these areas changed the methods of 
their work. This was the time of the Se­
cond Vatican Council, when the Church 
decided that it must become more con­
cerned about the poor, and suffering, 
and the anxieties and longings of all peo­
ple — the Church would become more 
involved with social question.
It was about a year after this Council 
that the Latin American Bishops gathered 
together and decided that their area, of 
all the underdeveloped countries, was 
special because, not only are the majority 
of Latin Americans poor, but they also 
are Catholic. The Bishops realized that 
their alignment with the ruling class had 
not worked to help the poor; so came the 
decision to work directly with the poor in 
order to help them. This, according to 
Father Driscoll, has been the Church’s at­
titude for the last twenty years, and it has 
had a great impact on the people of these 
countries.
The Church, along with many 
students, started to work directly with the 
poor; they began literacy classes and 
started to educate the people about crop 
rotation, fighting weeds and insects, 
e tc .. .Father Driscoll indicated that the im­
portant point in this is that their “only vi­
sion was that of the gospel, how do you 
help the poor help themselves?; there 
was no political agenda.” Here probably 
the most important thing to realize is that 
education to end ingnorance begins “a 
tremendous spiritual human transforma­
tion — that is the beginning of 
revolution.’
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DITORIAL
By Robert Macre
Stop Complaining of Boredom *
Students continually complain 
about the lack of activities on cam­
pus. But have they really opened 
their eyes up to some of the ac­
tivities going on?
True, because of the smallness 
of the school, there isn’t a wide 
variety of activities, hut still there 
are some. Instead of sitting in your 
room looking at the four walls and 
complaining of boredom, try to at­
tempt to “culturalize” yourself. 
The Art Dept, has exhibits 
throughout the semester in the 
Duns Scotus Gallery. The Music 
Dept, puts on various student 
recitals and concerts several times 
a semester. The Theatre Dept., 
puts on two or three productions a 
year.
If none of these interest you, what
about a good movie? Aside from the S . A. 
movies put on every weekend, the 
Amherst theatre, with three different 
movies, is within walking distance. The 
University of Buffalo (UB) is just up the 
road, too, also with some movies at a 
reasonable price.
Just look in the Spectrum (the UB 
paper).
The Counseling Office, as well as Resi­
dent Council, puts on various non­
alcoholic coffee houses in Schenck 
Lounge several times a semester, and the 
YMCA is just across the street from 
Daemen if you’re into athletics.
If you like to write, join one of the stu­
dent publications — The Summit, The 
Ascent, or A Step Ascending. If you’re 
into music, join the jazz ensemble or the 
college choir. If you’re into theatre, get 
involved in the Theatre of Youth Co. 
(TOY), or the college plays, or the drama 
club.
If you want to advise and help other
classmates, join Inter-Varsity or the Peer* 
Counselors. There are also sororities, 
fraternities, and the United Student 
Caucus available to join, as well as the' 
different departmental clubs. -
To get off campus, a short trip on the, 
bus will take you to a shopping mail, to 
downtown Buffalo, to the park, and to 
the Museum. If you’d rather walk, there'' 
are several eating emporiums and shops * 
in the area. ■ 1
For those of you who still believe that 
isn’t enough, Resident Council, Com­
muter Council, and the Student Associa-* 
tien all meet weekly and are always open 
to suggestions on how to improve cam-, 
pus activities. If they don’t satisfy you, 
contact the Student Activities Office.
So  the next time you’re sitting in your4 
room complaining about the lack of ac­
tivities on campus, stop for a minute and/ 
look around. With a little searching, 
you’re bound to find some activity to suit 
you. If you don’t, you’re just not looking’ 
hard enough. *
OPINION: Soviets Support Terrorist Network ;
By Randy Boswell
Commenting on international 
terrorism, former Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig charged the 
Soviet Union with seeking to 
“foster, support and expand” a 
worldwide terrorist network. Haig 
said that his claims were based on 
documented evidence.' Some of 
which has been gathered by Mrs. 
Claire Sterling, a former American 
foreign correspondent who has liv­
ed in Europe for the past 30 years. 
The evidence has been compiled 
in her book, Network o f Terror.
According to her investigation, “There 
is a deliberate and unified network of ter­
rorism, extending from Havana to 
Moscow to Palestine, whose ultimate 
beneficiary and undercover patron has 
been the Soviet Union.” Support of the 
view that the Soviet Union is behind 
world terrorism is taken from Gen. Jan 
Sejna, a former military counselor to the
Central Committee of the Czechoslovak 
Communist Party, who defected to the 
U S. in 1968. At the time of his defec­
tion, he brought proof with him of Soviet 
sponsorship of world terrorism. Accor­
ding to Gen. Sejna, the secret services of 
all the Soviet-bloc countries are involved 
in recruiting spies and infiltrating tjie 
world’s left-wing terrorist organizations.
The establishment of a worldwide ter­
rorist network occurred in January, 
1966, when the Tricontinental Con­
ference opened in Havana, Cuba. In its 
General Declaration, it urged the pro­
letarians of the need for close cohesion 
between “socialist countries” (the Soviet 
kind) and “ n a tio n a l lib e ra tio n  
movements.” The purpose of this was to 
formulate “a global strategy to counter 
the global strategy of American im­
perialism.” A few months later, a  chain of 
training camps for guerillas opened in 
Cuba under the supervision of Soviet 
KGB Col-. Vadim Kotchergine.;
Of the many terrorist organizations 
around, the world, three of them, have * 
become widely known-and are all .under ' ; 
the auspices of the Soviet Union. Jh ey  *
are: The Palestine Liberation Organizan 
tion (PLO); The Irish Republican Army, 
(IRA); and Italy’s Red Brigades.
The PLO was created and organized in 
the mid-sixties by Egyptian president 
Gamal Nasser as part of his Pan-Arab Na-r 
tionalism. A few months after the 1967, 
Six Day War, in which the Israelis in­
flicted a stunning defeat on the Arabs, the 
Soviets began arming and training1 
Palestinians, arid turning out professional 
PLO terrorists by the thousands from thev 
Soviet Union and its satellites. Further­
more, KGB operatives within the PLO* 
were instructed to discourage those* 
Palestinians interested in peaceful 
diplomacy and to encourage hostility to 
Israel. The Soviets continue to supply the 
weapons:, training arid guidance for the1
p l o . : l : : I : I
When civil war’broke out in Northern  ̂
Ireland in 1969, the already-formed IRA 
was very sfrórt Qn weapons and thus diet 
: ” n ©t cp ^ tt^ ear rule. That
. saihe year; the PLQ heard-of theijr plight, 
- and invited án kdin at
” ofte of their c^psjH t JordarivdLivas from 
There that thV IRAr became increasingly 
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ON CAMPUS
NEWS ABOUT S.A .
By Kim Knowlton
Címbalo Talks on 
Love and Sex
The Student Association, S.A . as it is 
known to the campus population, is the 
major governing system of the Daemen 
student body. S.A . handles the budgets 
and funds of all campus organizations ex­
cept the fraternities and sororities, 
although the fraternities assist S.A . in 
running events. Resident Council and 
Commuter Council are the two main 
organizations under S.A . These two 
organizations deal with the problems and 
activities of residents and commuters, 
respectively.
The S.A . officers are as follows: Presi­
dent, Dennis O’Keefe; Vice President for 
Programming, Sue Allen; Vice President 
for Governing Board, Will Whelan; 
Secretary, Deb Cristiano; and Treasurer, 
Steve Barber. Class representatives are 
as follows: Senior class, Kathy Sestak; 
Junior class, Mark Nagel; Sophomore 
class, Christine Schraff; and Freshman 
class, Chris Opladen. There are also a 
Resident Council representative, Penny 
Coll; a Commuter Council represen­
tative, Steve Tunmore; and four all­
campus senators. Barry Berthiaune is the 
Business Manager. S.A . also helped fund 
the soccer team’s trip to Ohio.
S.A . President D e n n isO ’Keefe -has 
many plans for the ÿëçuf? O’Keëfè hopes 
to increase student support of athletics 
and boost school spirit. He hopes to 
widen communication between organiza­
tions and students and to make people 
more aware of what happens on campus 
and within the various organzaitons. 
O’Keefe stated that the voter turnout for
What makes parking spots even 
harder to find at Daemen? A con­
ference, of course, held at 
Daemen, and attended by over 
200 people. On November 17, 
1982 there were fewer parking 
spots because the first annual 
Western New York Personnel and 
Guidance Association Conference 
was held at Daemen.
T h e  C o n fe re n c e  co n siste d  of 
workshops ranging from those involving 
Bereavement Counseling to one which
Assemblyman John Sheffer II
S.A . elections has been poor in the past 
and that he hopes to improve the turnout 
through better publicity and other means.
November 11-14 S.A . sent four 
students to Washington, D.C. to attend a 
seminar, The National Conference on 
Student Services, held at the Hyatt 
Regency in Crystal City. Scott Peterson, 
Sue Allen, Jeanine Dietrich, and Will 
Whelan were the four Daemen students 
sent to represent S.A . The students 
found the seminar worthwhile and 
returned with several workable ideas to 
perhaps be put into action in the near 
future. At the November 16 S.A . 
meeting the students reported their fin­
dings from the seminar, at which approx­
imately 150 schools were represented. 
Will Whelan told of his workshop which 
dealt with leadership training and per­
sonal growth. Ideas put forth at this 
workshop can perhaps be used at 
Freshman orientation. Scott Peterson at­
tended a workshop on programming and 
publicity. He suggested several ideas that 
could increase communication and en­
courage feedback from the students. Sue 
Allen attended a workshop on alcohol 
and another on physical fitness. Overall, 
the ideas suggested were good and 
hopefully can be used to Daemen’s ad­
vantage.
'*' K anyone is interested in the happen­
ings of Daemen or S . A ., Dennis O’Keefe 
encourages students to attend S.A . 
meetings, which are open to everyone 
and are held every Tuesday evening at 
9 :3 0  p.m. in the S.A . Office in Wick 
center. Feel free to attend and support 
this organization that is so necessary to 
the functioning of Daemen.
concerned the Implementation of the 
New Guidelines for Guidance and 
Counseling. In addition 1o the many 
workshops, there was a luncheon, 
followed by a Keynote Address by New 
York State Assemblyman John B. Shef­
fer II, of Williamsville. Assemblyman 
Sheffer is a member of the New York 
State Assembly Higher Education Com­
mittee. Mr. Sheffer Spoke on the topic: 
“What Should Counselors Know About 
The Legislative Process in New York 
State?”
In his address, he informed the 
counselors as to how they could go about 
influencing the legislative processes in the 
State when they are considering bills that 
somehow affect their profession. Cur­
rently, there is a bill before the State 
Legislature concerning the licensure of 
New York State Counselors. Concerning 
this bill, and using it as representative of 
others that they may be concerned with, 
Mr. Sheffer suggested that they keep in 
touch with the issues, try to get sponsors 
in the various political bodies involved in 
the process, and keep in close contact 
with the parties involved. Mr. Sheffer’s 
| address was followed by cocktails. This 
*  was the first annual Conference of this 
ja type for the Region, and it seemed to be 
quite a success.
By Donna Erdle
Yin Yang, an Eastern thought 
dealing with the attraction of two 
opposites to make a whole, was 
the primary simile used by Dr. 
Richard Cimbalo during his recent 
lecture on the relationship bet­
ween love and sex. Dr. Cimbalo’s 
evening lecture, open to the entire 
Daemen community, consisted of 
two movies, a discussion of love 
and sex as Yin Yang, and a ques­
tion and answer period.
The first movie, “Kinds of Love,” ex­
amined love in our society. The narrator, 
Dr. H. Smith, sought answers through in­
terviews with men of two different 
schools of thought. The first interview 
was with psychologist Eric Fromm, who 
suggested that we are a culture obsessed 
with love because of our strong craving 
for it, but our society also has a lack of 
real love. In our country an emphasis is 
placed on consumption, and this has had 
a definite influence on the characteristic 
structure of people; they have a passive, 
receptive attitude where their ideal of true 
love is to be loved rather than to give 
love.
Further, in the interview, Dr. Fromm 
reveals that the love of others is what pro­
duces the greatest fulfillment. Dr. Fromm 
also explains what he sees love to be and 
how the people in our culture misunders­
tand the nature of love. When success, 
money, and power become priorities, 
there is no room for loving, and love 
becomes passive, not active. This leads 
people to wanting to be loved, when the 
primary act is loving not being loved. Dr. 
Fromm says actual love is, “the ex­
perience of union with another person 
while still containing our separateness 
and individuality.”
The second interview in “Kinds of 
Love” was with the theologian Fr. 
Thurston Davis. He feels that love in our 
society today is dominated by sex and 
that people must come to realize love is 
something that must be worked on and 
achieved, not something that will hap­
pen. Fr. Davis defined love as all those 
expressions of love that are at the basis of 
the rising up of a person to the conscious
or unconscious union with good. In love, 
God’s perfection is being mirrored, and 
persons with no love at all would be 
monsters. He concludes that all forms of 
love lead to God.
The second movie, “Words of Love,” 
was a movie on sex. It dealt primarily 
with the terminology and the techniques 
of making love. Following this movie, Dr. 
Cimbalo gave his lecture on the relation­
ship of love and sex. He began with feed­
back from the audience on what they felt 
to be the relationship.
From there, Dr. Cimbalo went into the 
Yin Yang theory. Sex and love fit 
together to make a more perfect whole; 
where love deals with the mental and 
more cognitive aspects and sex pertains 
to the body and the physical aspects. Yin 
Yang are opposites, and Dr. Cimbalo 
points out that in today’s society men and 
women are becoming more alike. As Dr. 
Fromm said in the first movie, both sexes 
are becoming machine-like. The dif­
ferences make a better relationship. Dr. 
Cimbalo presented the typical male and 
female characteristics listed by Dr. 
Fromm with a reminder that each person 
has both male and female characteristics 
inside them.
Dr. Cimbalo spoke about the dif­
ferences between power and love. Power 
is one person’s forcing another. It is im­
possible to give without a receiver. Love
“In today’s society, men and 
women are becoming more 
alike,” points out Cimbalo.
is a freely giving relationship, and the 
energy from love must come from two 
sources.
The questions and answers that follow­
ed dealt with topics from the Yin Yang 
theory to love and sex in respect to the 
Catholic Church. Following the official 
time for questions, Dr. Cimbalo was open 
to more discussion while punch and 
cookies were served.
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Guidance Conference
By Mary Gennaro
The Sum of Ground Zero:
An Ascent Interview with Roger Molander
By Brian Mulally
As a child in the nineteen-fifties, 
Roger C. Molander hid under his 
desk during civil defense drills and 
prayed that the Russian bombers 
wouldn't com e. Later, after earn­
ing a PhD in Engineering and Ap­
plied Physics from Berkeley, he 
prepared analyses for the SALT II 
talks and cam e to realize just how  
easily those bombers might ap­
pear.
So, after leaving the National 
Security Council, where he work­
ed  from 1974 to 1981, he found­
ed  Ground Zero, “a non-partisan 
nuclear war education project 
comitted to educating and involv­
ing the American public in the 
most far-reaching issue o f  our 
time: the prevention o f  nuclear 
war."
I had the pleasure to interview 
Dr. Molander in the office o f  Brian 
Rusk, D aem en’s director o f  Public 
Affairs, a few  hours before his 
speech. I was immediately struck 
with his intelligence and sense o f  
humor and, behind that, the 
seriousness with which he treated 
the issue o f  nuclear weapons.
ASCENT: What type o f  peop le join 
Ground Zero?
MOLANDER: There are two general 
characterizations. First, these people are 
mostly children of the sixties, people who 
went through the civil rights, anti- 
Vietnam War experience, people who 
see that it is perfectly legitimate to ques­
tion government policy. It’s a very 
bottom-up as opposed to topdown view 
of how this country operates. These are 
people with a great deal of faith in 
democracy.
The second are people, a generation 
or so older, who have always been highly 
motivated toward participation, whether 
it’s been in their schools or clubs or 
whatever. They’re people who don’t just 
come home and switch on the television. 
They’re people who believe that you can 
change things. They’re not at all cynical, 
and they’ve also logged enough time so 
that they’re not afraid of big problems. 
When we came to these people and said 
that we have a problem, that the country 
hasn’t had enough participation in the 
nuclear war issue, and that people had to 
be educated as to the nature of the issue, 
they agreed. So  they’re also people who 
believe in education, that better educated 
people make better decisions.
ASCENT: How do  you recruit people?  
MOLANDER: The process of recruiting 
people is the process* really, of creating a 
franchise operation. Ground Zero is, in a 
way, a massive franchise. We sometimes 
refer to it jokingly as Kentucky Fried 
Nuclear War. We really have a small cen­
tral office. At the height of Ground Zero, 
we’re operating with about twelve paid 
staff and twenty-five to thirty volunteers. 
We put together a group of people who 
work well on the phones. We get lists of 
doctors, clergy, public health officials and 
we have our people phone them and try 
to get, say, a minister who’s willing to 
host a Ground Zero meeting in the 
church basement.
Then we would get together a core of 
about eight to ten people who would 
have that first meeting. We would then 
send them the materials they need. 
Basically, we were trying to provide that 
spark that would make it happen because 
we have a lot of faith 
in the argument that 
this is an issue that’s 
out of control, that 
e d u ca tio n  m ak es 
sense and it makes 
sense to do it in the 
community and not to 
try to do it from 
W a sh in g to n . T h e 
scheme was so right 
that there were only 
about five to ten per­
cent of those meetings 
that had to be started 
over again.
What usually hap­
pens is that, at that first 
meeting, you’d have 
six or seven people; at 
the next m eeting, 
you’d have more; and 
within a period of a 
three to four weeks 
you’d have groups of 
fifty to a hundred peo­
ple meeting across the 
county and it was hap­
pening. Then there 
were things like the 
success of the freeze in 
V e rm o n t and
Jo n a th a n  S c h e l l ’s 
book The Fate o f  the 
Earth. Then the media 
started coming to this 
issue and it got a big 
boost.
ASCENT: How is it that a man who was 
part o f  the National Security Council 
under three presidents ends up founding 
a group like Ground Zero? 
MOLANDER: I was a child of Sputnik, a 
bascially apolitical person from northern 
Wisconsin who got on a particular track 
and eventually" got to the point where I 
ended up in the national security business 
and sort of floated up through the system 
in an environment where, coming out of 
the sixties, the attitude of questioning 
authority was accepted. For me, it was 
like “Hm, it doesn’t seem right at this 
level. It must be the next level up where, 
they know what they’re doing,” because 
there were questions that nobody could 
answer. Eventually, I got to the moiin- 
taintop and spent nearly seven years on 
the National Security Council and came 
to the conclusion that “Well, there ain’t 
nobody here but us chickens.”
The thing that really gave me the time 
to think about the situation was the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan and the removal 
of SALT from the Senate agenda. 1 
thought, “Why was it that the American 
people were checking out on SALT? 
Why were they becoming very cool to the
MX? What happened that the Soviet 
O nion  sh ou ld  h av e in v ad ed  
Afghanistan?” This told me that the pro­
blem was more out of control than I had 
been realizing.
One specific incident was that one 
night I was talking with a friend about all 
the energy that was going into the Anti- 
Nuclear Power movement, and having 
had a lot of early training in nuclear 
engineering, I said to my friend that I 
understood why people were concerned, 
but, from the point of view that I knew, 
wasn’t the same energy and concern, 
which really had its roots in nuclear war 
and radiation, being funneled into a
much bigger problem which is how to 
prevent nuclear war?
ASCENT: What kind o f  things would 
you like to see  the United States Govern­
ment do  to prevent nuclear war? 
MOLANDER: I don’t have the answers. 
I think we’re all not in al problem solving 
mode. Right now I’d like to talk about 
process and, first and fofemost in that, I 
would argue that the way we’ve been 
working the problem is wrong; We’ve 
been sending to Washington selected 
representatives from the "president all 
they way down to the congress who, not 
only have a very poor understanding of 
the basics of the problem, but are also not 
motivated to spend time on it. The se­
cond thing is that there has been a miss­
ing element. Governments don’t have a 
soul. When they come to a problem that 
requires an element ̂ <>f humanity, they 
really don’t react-fix* well: * *
ASCENT: Do you'Qiinjzfh&re has been  
any progress? ^
MOLANDER: Yes. I think tHdt missing 
element, that soul that canr J|nly be 
brought to government from the folks on 
up, is starting to manifest itself in the 
strong public concern about the nuclear
war issue.
I think and I hope that you will see in 
1984 that this will be a fundamental issue 
in the evaluation of the representatives 
that we send off to work the problems for 
us. What are their human instincts? Do 
they think that a nuclear war is winnable? 
What kind of attention are they willing to 
give to it? I have often said that I think 
that the President of the United States 
should give the same kind of time to this 
issue that Franklin Roosevelt spent on the 
war in 1942-43. That’s the kind of com­
mitment that I think you need and that’s 
part of what people will be asking.
Molander
con’t. from page 1
ings. “I think we’ll come to grips with the 
second war — the war to celebrate,” 
Molander noted. “People will say, 4I want 
to stop it now,’ and then we’ll celebrate 
the victory.” He said we already know 
how a nuclear war will start and what will 
happen. We now must change the rela­
tionship between the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union. “Competition between both na­
tions as to who will be number one on this 
small planet must end. ”
Following his twenty minute speech, 
Dr. Molander answered questions from 
the audience.
In response to a question from Sandy 
Dittrich, a Daemen alumna/ ̂ is to -why 
our government fenY listening to us about 
the nuclear build-up, Molander remark­
ed: “Nuclear build-up wasn’t an issue in 
any of the presidential elections. It will be, 
though, in the ’84  «lections. We have to 
go through it more thoroughly. That’s 
how the government works. U.S.-Soviet 
competition is one of the fundamental 
things in this nuclear war build-up. This is 
something the government doesn’t 
understand.”
.andy Boswell, a Daemen student, 
feels that nuclear weapons preserve 
peace because they act as deterrants, and 
if they were to be eliminated, the Soviet 
Union would start taking over Europe. In 
answering that statement, Molander said 
thatthe U .S. doesn’t want the world to be 
safe for another world war. “It isn’t a 
nuclear disarmament in the sense that we 
drop all our weapons, but an anti-nuclear 
war demonstration to prevent the use of 
them . The problem isn’t nuclear
weapons, but people, people stopping
_ »» war.
Dr. Charles Sabatino, a Religion pro­
fessor at Daemen, asked Molander what 
he thought were the fundamental terms 
that would have to happen to bring back 
peace. Molander replied: “We first have 
to accept that the differences between the 
U.S. and the Soviets could not be solved 
through war. The differences are 
dangerous. The outcome of war is 
predictable. By eliminating that option, 
you begin to look at others.”
After answering questions, Molander 
was then awarded a plaque on behalf of 
the students by Student Association 
President Dennis O’Keefe. Dean Curtis 
then presented Molander with a plaque 
on behalf of the faculty and administra­
tion.
Molander: “We have a great deal of faith in the 
argument that this is an issue that’s out of control, 
that education makes sense and that it makes sense 
to do it in the community...”
A





What Should I Do 




Everyone’s favorite holiday music 
from the “Hallelujah Chorus” to 
“White Christmas” and “Sleigh 
Ride” will be the order of two 
festive evenings with the ever- 
popular king of sing-along, Mitch 
Miller, and the Buffalo Philhar­
monic Orchestra. The Shea’s Buf­
falo audience participation con­
certs, titled “Christmas Songfest 
with Mitch,” will be held on Fri­
day, December 10 at 8 :00  p.m., 
and Sunday, December 12 at 
7 :00  p.m.
The message from Santa, who will be 
present, with a bagful of surprises, in­
cluding a baton, is that the earlier perfor­
mance times will enable the entire family 
to join in the Christmas fun and gaiety. 
Joining Mitch, Santa, and the Orchestra 
will be the Williamsville District Chorus. 
The highlight of the two performances 
will be Western New York’s first giant 
choral contest to be waged between City 
workers and families and County workers 
and families. Toward this end, the Friday 
night performance has been designated 
“City of Buffalo Night at the Pops,” and 
the Sunday performance, “County of 
Erie Night at the Pops.” Mitch Miller will 
judge the contest and there will be prizes 
for all.
The winning audience will receive two 
tickets for the price of one upcoming 
Philharmonic concert, and the runner-up 
will be allowed a dollar discount off the 
price of a future Orchestra event. The 
medium of exchange will be a “Songfest” 
ticket stub. H
The “Christmas Songfest with Mitch” 
concerts, a holiday pops innovation for 
the Orchestra, will also include Vaughan 
Williams’ Fantasia on “G reensleeves,” 
J .S .  Bach’s Jesu, Joy o f  Man’s Desiring, 
Pieme’s March o f  the Little Lead  
Soldiers, and music from The Wizard o f  
Oz, by Buffalo-born composter Harold 
Arlen.
Mitch Miller hails from Rochester, 
studied oboe at the Eastman School and 
early in his career played with both the 
Rochester and Syracuse symphony or­
chestras. He went to New York in due 
course to play in various orchestras and 
bands and it was there that he linked up 
with Mercury Records, where he created 
its popular record section. So  impressive 
were his sales figures at Mercury that Col­
umbia Records quickly invited him to 
repeat his performance with them, His 
career at Columbia actually parallels the 
growth of the popular music industry, for 
it was Mitch who more or less single- 
handedly introduced such names as 
Mathis, Day, Damone, Clooney and 
Bennett to virtual world adulation. His 
other master move was the invention of 
the sing-along album, which was a 
bonanza both for his company and subse­
quently for television. From that time for­
ward, Mitch Miller and *he sing-along 
have been synonymous.
By Gina Marie Pettit
Finals will soon be over and 
everyone will be going home or 
wherever for the inter-semester 
break. With the rush of finals 
there’s no time to think about what 
you will do for the month that is 
free, but sometime, perhaps on 
the bus or plane home, you will 
suddenly be struck by the curious 
thought that you have no idea 
what you are going to do with 
yourself during that month. Those 
of you who have a waiting vaca­
tion job might wish you had this 
problem, but you have the advan­
tage over the others. You only 
need to fill the evening hours, not 
the whole day as well. Maybe in 
this article you will find some ideas 
of things to do.
Of course, there’s always the old stand­
by of looking up all your old friends from 
high school, work or whatever. This 
might be a good idea but then again 
maybe not. Some effort to overcome the 
lack of communication during your time 
in school may be necessary. You may 
find yourself being put over the coals by a 
friend who has been sitting, not too pa­
tiently, by their mailbox for the 
last...month? Don’t let desperation drive 
you to visiting just anyone. Before you go 
out visiting, try to remember if you like 
th is p erso n  or if th ey  w ere 
someone you tried to duck at parties. 
Nothing is more fun than spending 2 to 3 
hours together with one of those people 
with the kind of voice that has you ready 
to kill after the first 10 seconds.
Your mother can think of dozens of 
things that you can do to pass the time. If
you feel helpful, bored, or are a 
masochist, offer her a hand. She’s sure to 
decide that, since she has your help, it’s a 
great time to clean all the cupboards and 
closets. This is not the most fun way you 
can spend the vacation, but you will 
return to school feeling as though you ac­
complished something.
Join the ranks of the crazy people or if 
you already have joined continue to be 
one of the elite and brave and go skiing. 
This isn’t a good idea for those who feel 
sick walking down a hill, but for those 
daredevils who love thrills, soaring, 
hopefully, down the hill will provide 
them. For those with the problem with 
hills who still want to try it out, cross­
country skiing might be a good idea. This 
will pass time, but take care that skiing 
doesn’t disable you for the remainder of 
the vacation.
This is a good time to get to know your 
younger brothers and sisters. Absence is 
supposed to make the heart grow fonder; 
so check it out with siblings that you 
never get along with. Treat them like 
they’re really a person and you may be 
surprised by the results. Take them to a 
movie, ice skating, or anything you can 
think of. If they are really brats, feel free 
to box their ears, but keep in mind they 
might box yours back. Little brothers 
aren’t always as small as remembered.
Some other ideas for things to do in­
clude: for those who are taking two 
semester courses catching up with where 
you should have been at the end of the 
semester; make admissions happy and 
visit your old school; those of you who 
never have enough time to write letters 
during the semester, a few “form” type 
letters to be mailed as needed can be writ­
ten; invent a new hobby or take one up; 




Merry Christm as to  
Tom, Lynn and Jessica .
The Ascent Staff
Christmas 
Mail Cheers Up 
Servicemen
The 1981 Christmas Mail Call was the 
most successful ever. For this, the staff of 
Armed Forces Mail Call would like to 
thank those who participated by sending 
Christmas mail. Numerous reports have 
been received from the various agencies 
which distributed the mail to our young 
servicemen and women, telling how 
much all the cards and letters were ap­
preciated at Christmas.
Mail, whether individual pieces or by 
the box-full, is welcomed from everyone, 
and is in turn sent to more than one hun­
dred locations across the U .S. and 
around the world, where it is made avail- 
ble to the young volunteers serving in our 
Armed Forces.
The 1982 Christmas Mail Call is now 
underway, and this is an ideal project for 
individuals as well as college groups and 
organizations. For information on how 
you or your group can have a part in this 
unique, morale-boosting program, please 
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope 
to Armed Forces Mail Call, 6520  Selma 
Ave., - #315, Hollywood, CA 90028. 
Thank you!
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A Christmas Party 
Friday, Dec. 17, 1 p.m.-?
donation $1.00, refreshments, everyone welcome
i
VIEW
“The Toy” is a 
Christmas Present to be 
Enjoyed by Many
By Geraldo Delgado
The Christmas season is upon 
us and so is the season for the 
Christmas movies. Along with the 
drippy horror junk, the countless 
sequels, and the cheap big screen 
soap operas, there is fine comedy. 
The Toy is one such comedy. It is 
a Christmas present to be enjoyed 
by many.
Richard Pryor is simply at his 
best, finally. His recent films rang­
ed from marginally funny to just 
plain dull. It certainly seemed ob­
vious that he was limited to 
displaying very little of his talents. 
He is now funnier than before.
The title, The Toy, seems rather stupid 
and childish. Purchasing a human being 
as a toy for a youngster is original but 
sounds much too idiotic for the big 
screen. The Toy is nothing of the sort. It 
is a harmless comedy with all the laughs 
at the right places. Sure there is some 
sentiment, but there is just enough to 
* make it honest and touching rather than 
boring and corny .
Richard Pryor is Jack Brown, a poor 
journalist who is out of work and heavily 
in debt. His desperation goes a bit too far 
when he takes a job as a cleaning lady . 
Seeing Pryor in a maid’s uniform is not 
exactly the funniest thing in the world to 
see, but funny enough for a chuckle or 
two.
Millionaire Bates, played by Jackie 
Gleason, wants very much to please his 
son, who visits just once a year. His 
methods for gaining his son’s trust and af­
fection are anything but right. He spoils 
the kid by buying him anything the boy 
wants. Anything he wants from the toy 
department he gets. Pryor just happens 
to be at the wrong place at the wrong 
time. The boy chooses Pryor over all the 
toys.
The boy is a spoiled brat. He has all the 
characteristics of an urban guerilla. He 
uses Pryor as a target for firecrackers and 
as a companion at destroying everything 
in the house.
Scott Schwartz plays Eric Bates, the lit­
tle terrorist. He is a newcomer to the big 
screen and adds quite a bit of charm. Eric 
is a brat, but he is also lonely. One 
minute we hate the kid’s guts and ap­
plaud his being locked in the closet, and 
the next minute he reveals his loneliness 
and desperate need for his father’s love 
and affection. It is the company of Pryor 
that makes him feel loved.
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Pryor and the boy seem to handle 
themselves perfectly. Their relationship 
grows form total hatred on Pryor’s part to 
a marvelous friendship on both parts. 
Pryor almost becomes the boy’s father 
because of his honesty. When the boy 
wants advice, he goes to Pryor instead of 
to his father. Their conversation on the 
facts of life is very touching.
The rest of the film goes slightly stale. 
Pryor and the boy set out to destroy his 
father’s outdoor party, which happens to 
be a fund raiser for the Ku Klux Klan. At 
this point, all becomes one big pie throw­
ing contest. Tables are turned over, 
women’s dresses are pulled off, and, the 
topper of them all, Jackie Gleason gets 
dumped in the pool. It all sounds like fun, 
but it could have been left out with no 
harm done to the rest of the film.
The Toy works well because of the 
three main characters. Richard Pryor, 
Jackie Gleason and Scott Schwartz make 
the movie what it really is. It is terrific and 
hilarious, a story of love and friendship 












Admission $4 .00  & $2 .00  
8 :3 0  p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 9 
Friday, Dec. 10 
Saturday, Dec. 11 
Sunday, Dec. 12
Terrorist Network
con’t. from page 2
involved with the PLO and ultimately 
with the Soviet Union. In 1971, the first 
supplies of modern weapons made in 
s Czechoslovakia started being smuggled 
^to the IRA. The KGB supervised the 
smuggling operation. In the years that 
followed, increased weapon supplies 
] became available from other Soviet-bloc 
countries, as well as from Cuba and the 
PLO. As with the PLO, the Soviets also 
extended a big helping hand.
In 1968, when Italy was undergoing 
leftist protests by students, several com­
munist guerilla organizations emerged, 
the largest of which were the Red 
*  Brigades. At first, the Red Brigades con­
centrated mainly on propaganda and 
agitation, coupled with a few occasional 
bombings and kidnappings. Terrorist ac­
tivity increased steadily, though, and 
|||after about eight years, the Red Brigades 
-took on prominence. Soon thereafter, 
t they joined the international terrorist net­
work. Included in this network were the 
German Baader-Meinhof Gang, the IRA, 
J the Spanish Basque ETA, the French 
j ultra-left underground, the PLO, and the 
^Uruguayan Tupamaros. Again, as with 
the IRA and PLO, Red Brigade members 
go to training camps supplied by the 
Soviet Union and receive ample 
assistance.
It is known that since 1966, the Soviet 
KGB deliberately had literally thousands 
of American government personnel 
around the world killed by terrorist at­
tacks! To their discredit, the news media 
, have hardly told this to the American 
public. The Soviets will continue to sup­
port world terrorism against the West — 
| all the while deceptively holding out the 
- f olive branch of peace.
Careers In 
Music
The Daemen College Department of 
Music will be sponsoring Careers in Music 
on Thursday, December 9  from 9  a.m. to 
Noon in the Wick Campus Center of 
Daemen College, 4 3 8 0  Main S t., 
Amherst. Admission is FREE. For reser­
vations call: 839-3600, ext. 265.
Professionals from the varied career 
options availble in the music field will give 
presentations regarding the areas of: 
Broadcasting, Performance, Teaching, 
Allied Fields (Music Therapy, Arts 
Management, Music Criticism, Music 
Librarianship), Business (Concert Pro­
motion, Piano Tuning, Music Instrument 




BUFFALO CHORAL ARTS SOCIETY, 
Robert Schulz, conductor, and THE 
BUFFALO SYMPHONIA ORCHESTRA 
presents its 17th annual concert on Sun­
day, January 16, 1983, at Kenmore 
Presbyterian Church at 4  PM. The pro­
gram will be repeated on Sunday, 
January 30  at Mt. St. Joseph Academy 
at 7 :3 0  PM (without orchestra). All tickets 
are $6 .00 , available at the door at con­
cert time. PROGRAM: Mozart “Regina 
Coeli”, Buxtehude “Easter Cantata”, 
Beethoven “Choral Fantasia”, and the 
WNY premiere of the Cherubini “Re-, 
quiem Mass.”
Ms. Gayle Thomas, faculty member at 
Daemen College, is one of the BUF­
FALO CHORAL A RTS SO C IETY 
charter members.
Summer Session Survey
In the past few years, there seems to have been a shifting away from the traditional 
schedule for summer school. Traditionally, Summer Session I runs 4  weeks, Summer 
Session II 6  weeks and Summer Session III 10 weeks.
In the summer 1982 schedule, several courses in SSI ran 6  weeks instead of 4  weeks 
and vice-versa several courses in SSII ran 4  weeks instead of 6  weeks. Summer Session 
III did not change. It seems that we need to examine the scheduieing of our courses and 
determine if our present mode of scheduling is suitable to our needs. At this point, I feel 
it is important to have your input to see if we need to change or keep our schedules as 
is. Please review the following schedule possibilities and indicate your preference on the 
return slip below.
SSI 4  weeks SSI 6  weeks SSI 4  weeks
SSII 6 weeks SSII 4  weeks SSII 4  weeks




|If you havP any other preferences, please let me know. Your comments are most 
¡welcome. Thank you for your help.
¡Please respond by December 15, 1982 
¡Clip and return to:
IS MARGARET P. HOWE
Box 5 %
{1 Preference 2nd Preference
¡S S I _________________________________  S S I I_______________________________
: ¡SS III________________ ;______________  S S I I____________I __________________
. ¡SS III_________________  :: __________ _
i ;
f iNAME ___________________________ _ ______________ ________________
Jt 1 ? ' ’ .ffv f: '4
, ¡DEPT. _______________________ ~ ___________________







A Step Ascending, Daemen’s 
academic journal, is entering its 
seventh season of publication. The 
journal' serves as a forum for the 
college. A Step  A scending  
features poetry, short stories, 
essays, excerpts from term papers, 
and photographs of art work in all 
media. All pieces appearing in A 
Step Ascending are original crea­
tions of Daemen College students.
No need to be shy about submit­
ting your work —- entries are judg­
ed anonymously to ensure impar­
tiality. Art works are chosen by 
Mr. Allen and a panel of senior art 
majors. Written works are selected 
by an editorial board comprised of 
students and faculty.
The deadline for written submis­
sions is February 7, 1983. Writ­
ten entries should be given to 
Janice Ptak, Editor, or Dr. O’Neil, 
Advisor (DS 243). Art works 
should be given to Mr. Allen. Early 
submissions are appreciated.
A S tep  A scending  offers 
students a chance to share (and 
show off) their talents. All students 
are not only encouraged but also 
begged to Contribute to the jour­
nal, thus assuring its high quality 
as a showcase for student work. 
Besides, the honor of being 
published would look impressive 
on a job resume. Wouldn’t it?
Maryknoll Missionary
con’t. from page 1
This is what has occured in'most of 
Central America. Father Driscoll in­
dicated that the “organization of the base 
(of resistance) has not been done by the 
Communists, or Marxists, or any political 
party; it was done by the Church.” It was 
not done with any political aims, but 
basically just to help people; yet once you 
help the people believe in themselves, 
who knows where they will lead 
themselves?
According to Father Driscoll, once the 
people began asserting themselves, the 
Church and students were accused of 
subversive activities. Actions became 
labeled as “Communist inspired.” It was 
Father Driscoll’s experience that the peo­
ple turned to the Communist guerillas on­
ly after they saw no other alternative. In 
Rev. Driscoll’s words, “Around 1972 the 
majority of Christians still opted for non­
violent struggle, but after each attempt 
there were more bodies to count.”
So  understanding this unique history of 
development and struggle, one can better 
understand the problems of U .S. foreign 
policy in these areas. It is Father Driscoll’s 
view that our government’s attitude is 
that when armed conflict arises in these 
countries we have to get involved, 
somehow, so the Soviets do not. This is 
the dilemma we face, but Father Driscoll 
feels we should let the people decide the 
future of their own country. “When the 
State Dept, plans, they don’t take local 
people into account; that is the tragedy of 
the U .S. foreign policy.”
The U .S. is faced with many problems 
in formulating foreign policies toward 
these countries. There is the problem of 
dealing with the Soviet threat, and there 
is the dilemma that no matter who is 
President in our country whether 
Republican, or Democrat, “the U .S. 
government and business has big in­
terests in Latin America.”
Father also pointed out a problem with 
the CIA: it doesn’t seriously investigate 
pur friends and allies. For example, we 
fan into great problems with Iran; and the 
CIA had not taken a serious look at the 
Shah. Other topics discussed dealt with 
the problems of knowing the true inten­
tions of fundamentalist Church groups 
that have been getting involved in these 
countries. What appears to be the interm­
ingling of politics and church must be 
questioned. “Are these really Churches, 
or just fronts for the CIA?”
Problems with elections were discussed, 
the main problem being that certain par­
ties in elections are excluded because it 4s 
too dangerous for them to take part. 
Then, one must wonder if these elections 
are truly valid. Concerning the awful 
violence of the killing that goes on, Father 
Driscoll discussed how it is documented 
that soldiers have often been drugged to 
put them in such a hyper state that they 
often do not even look at their victims.
Father feels that certain things must 
change in our foreign policy. Developed 
countries must stop arming poor coun­
tries so they fight among themselves. He 
feels most importantly that we must look 
beyond conflicts always being labled 
Communist conspiracies and “realize that 
these people are our sisters and brothers, 
who basically want a decent life for 
themselves and their children” and that 
they have a right to this struggle.
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SP O R T S
INTERMURAL FOOTBALL 
Semi-finals * December 5th:
1 :00 p.m. Stingers No. 7 . .  ................  .......... ................_.. 7
BAM Fs............ ......................................................0
2 :00  p.m. Zeke & C o .. ........................................  ........ .1 4
Dorm 111...............................................0
Championship - December 12th:
1:00 p.m. Stingers No. 7
Zeke & Co.
RESUMES
Typing, Manuscripts, Thesis, 
Term Papers, etc. Low Rates. 




12/10 Utica Tech. 12/11 NCCC
12/11 Roberts Wesleyan 12/13 Oswego
12/13 Oswego 1/21 TBA
1/17 Cal. State 1/22 Ryerson
1/18 Fairmont State 1/24 Houghton
1/21 Guelph 1/29 Roberts Wesleyan
1/22 Bryant & Stratton 2/1 JC C
1/24 Edinboro 2/3 Geneseo
1/26 Alfred 2/5 Niagara C.
1/29 D’Youville 2/7 Pitt. Bradford
1/31 JC C 2/9 NCC
2/1 Buff. State 2/11 Keuka
2/5 Houghton 2/12 Houghton
2/7 Pitt. Bradford 2/16 Alfred
2/10 Roberts Wesleyan 2/18 Utica Tech.
2/15 Nazareth 2/19 Roberts Wesleyan
2/18 Utica Tech.
2/19 Bryant & Stratton
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Students who have not advance registered are en­
couraged to do so as soon as possible. The earlier 
one advance registers, the greater the options in 
selections and/or course selections.
The completion of advance registration before the 
end of the semester facilitates obtaining required ad­
visor signatures.
Veterans: You are requested to report to the 
Registrar’s Office, located on the first floor of 
Duns Scotus, on one of the last official school 
days of each month. Failure to do so will result 
in loss of check.
Thank you, J.K . for letting me help wash your 
car. It was a real privilege, (call again)
Barb, Have a happy and hyper nineteenth birth­
day. It’s a good thing that your birthday came 
before December 4 or or withdrawl symptoms- 
would become apparent. Jump on anything that 
moves. Love, Bean and Bunny
PERSONALS
Trapper - Which half of you was naked? Joan 
Ryan
Deanna and Derek - You are truly blessed with 
the gift of joy in music. Thanks! ~
Lynn, Tom and Baby Marinelli * - Your 
thoughtful gift was such a surprise. Thanks B. 
and D.
Congratulations Lynn and Tom on your new 
addition. I am glad you decided to name her 
Jessica Lynn instead of Mary Nellie. Best 
wishes, your friend, Tom.
Congratulations, Kinker and Animal on bringing 
into the world the first natural-born P.D.R. We 
are all proud of you. Your friend and V.P. Biff
Rodney says, “We were really poor when I was 
a kid. We were so poor that we couldn’t even af­
ford tinsel for our Christmas tree. We always 
had to wait for Grandpa to sneeze.”
Fran (Scooter) Carson has no hoofer. The God 
Squad
To J.G . - did the ICE CUBES cool you down 
enough? Luv Me
Wayne - Don’t forget our 2 to 1 date - December 
4. Be prepared.
Kim, Why don’t you come up and see your bun­
ny during the week? Because some bunny 
misses you. Love, Bunny.
Lizzy B.: I’m gonna miss you, woman! 118 
won’t be the same without you. Love ya! Mikki
“Kumquat” - You mean more to me than you’ll 
ever know. Love always, “Cuddles”
From the girl with the hair - I’m definitely worth 
it!
Wanted: A male sophomore PT major in Dorm 
84 w/auburn hair, a moustache & sexy blue 
eyes! For further details see next issue...
HeyJDawn! - This Bud’s for you! Love, a couple 
of little puppies.
A kiss is a noun because it is both common and 
proper.
A kiss is a pronoun because she stands for it.
A kiss is a verb because it is either active or 
passive.
A kiss is an adverb because it modifies the art. 
A kiss is an interjection because it shows strong 
and sudden feeling.
A kiss is a conjunction because it connects.
Mighty Midget - Happy 19th Birthday, too bad it 
doesn’t come until after the 4th. But you’ll sur­
vive. Hope you have a good one.
Dear Lynn and Tom, Thanks for giving us the 
first Pants Down Republican Baby. I didn’t think 
you had it in you. — Scoop.
Lynn & Tom: Best of luck with your new baby! 
Remember, she’s our new Editor when I retire!! 
Love, Bob
Lynn, Yo whatsa matta whichu?! Give Jessica a 
kiss for me. Digger.
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4446  MAIN ST. NEAR HARLEM RD.
Free yourself o f  unwanted hair forever... 
Come in for your complimentary 
consultation and your 
introductory special 
2 TREATMENTS FREE AND 
2 TREATMENTS 50%  OFF
Valid New Clients Only.
STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE 
839-1902 by appointment
Advanced and Accredited in permanent hair 
removal and skin care
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Can you find the hidden lite ra ry  terms?
STUDENTS!
NEW student price tickets at 
Wick Center for BPO Concerts — 
both Pops and Symphony Series.
$4.25 - single ticket 
$21.50 - series of 6 concerts 
With such world renowned artists as Yo-Yo Ma, 
Michael Tilson Thomas and Ruth Laredo. 
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